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CHAPTER I 

INTRODUCTION 

K. 

In teaching eighth grade reading, the writer found that the 

students had very little knowledge of the meanings of most common 

word roots* It was further observed that the accepted method of 

building vocabulary skills made no provision for the transfer of 

word root meanings between words with similar derivative stems* 

Gilmartin made the following comments concerning the manner in 

which vocabulary skills are being taught: 

Perhaps the poor vocabulary results obtained in high 
school and college students in nationally know achievement 
tests maiy be attributed to the apathetic or cursory manner * 
in which the subject has been presented*; In many schools 
the method followed has been:; ”For dictionary work, bring 
to class tomorrow these ten words in original sentences*11 

The role of such a teacher was not to acquaint the students 
with the value;that is to be found in a worthwhile vocabu¬ 
lary, but simply to give a lesson assignment*^ 

The observed weaknesses of the vocabulary skills program 

and the expressed poor results of students on vocabulary achieve¬ 

ment tests have pointed out the problem of this study and led to 

the desire to find a more efficient means of teaching vocabulary 

skills* 

Statement of the Problem 

The problem of this study was to establish a more efficient 

program;of vocabulary skill building through the use of word 

- ^“Gilmartin, John G*, Words in Action* Prentice-Hall Inc*, 
195^, P* v* 
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derivation for grades seven, eight, and nine. It seemed necessary 

that the program: (1) be based upon the established needs of the 

student, (2) be efficient in terms of instruction, (5) be interest¬ 

ing to the students, (4) fit the existing curricular offerings of 

the school, and (5) be of a nature which did not presuppose addi¬ 

tional formalized instruction to prepare the teacher to teach the 

subject* 

Procedures 

The procedures followed in this study were as follows: 

1* Adoption of criteria for selection of word roots. 

2*~ Establishment of root words to be studied* 

3*- Preparation of word root lists for grades seven,.eight, 
and nine* 

4* Conducting an experiment in.teaching vocabulary through 
word derivation* 

5* Evaluation of the program. 

Limitations 

Experimentation in teaching vocabulary through word deriva¬ 

tion was conducted in grade eight only. Word root lists recommended 

for study in grades seven and nine were incorporated with the word 

root list for grade eight. 

Importance of the Study 

The most common means of communication that exists today is 

through the spoken word* The need to interpret correctly these ver- 

bal communications has been frequently cited by educators* One such 
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statement as expressed by Hayakawa was, “Today, the public is aware, 

perhaps to an unprecedented, degree, of the role of verbal communi- 

cations in human affairs*“ Regarding a more specific need in the 

area of verbal communications, Collins expressed the view that, 

“Learners are greatly handicapped because of ignorance of the precise 

meaning of words. 

The writer is in agreement with the need expressed by Gil- 

martin for a course in which would be taught, “. • * not a, multi¬ 

plicity of words each with a single illustration, "but a comparative¬ 

ly smsaier number of words used in multiple and divers ways.“^ 

The first step in this study was to establish the criteria 

for selection of the word roots to be studied by the students in 

grades seven, eight, and nine* This is discussed in Chapter1, II* 

_ ^Hayakawa, Sol*.,. Language in Thought and Action, Harcourt, 
Brace and Company, 19*f0, p* iii© • 

^Collins, Joseph• Vo, English1-Words of Latin and Greek Origina- 
Worzalla Publishing Company,, 1939, pTTT"* 

^Gilmartin, op0 cit*, p* v® 



CHAPTER II 

ORGANIZATIONS OF A WORD DERIVATION. PROGRAM 

In organizing a word derivation program for junior high 

school students, the writer became aware that criteria were needed 

for choice of material to be used at the junior high school levels 

Sheard warned that in organizing any word derivation program, 

“Attention must be directed to words which have established them¬ 

selves firmly in the,language, and stood the test of time, rather 

than to creations which may be merely ephemeral 

Criteria for Selection of Word Roots 

In establishing criteria for the selection of word roots, 

it was found that authorities in the field of etymology had differ- 
. t • • 1 ' • • 

ent reasons for arriving at the word roots they had chosen to dis¬ 

cuss. Gilmartin^ selected his material on the basis of his own ‘ 

teaching experienceusing as criteria only that the word roots 

studied be interesting and profitable to the student. Asimov^ 

chose scientific terms to be analyzed." He considered that these 

terms would give the student the particular vocabulary skills nec¬ 

essary to overcome the formidable.barrier of scientific jargon. 

.n..—. i n I, ■ i .i..   . —     

^•Sheard,. J.A.The Words We Use, Frederick A. Praeger, 1954, 
P* 7* 

^Gilmartin, J.G., Words in Actiont Prentice-Hall Inc., 195^, 
p. vii. 

^Asimov, Isaac, Words of Science,; Houghton Mifflin, 1959. 
p. ii. 
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In his book, Concerning Words, Norwood^ stressed success in college 

as his goal and adopted criteria to establish this objective«► 

The following criteria for course material were determined 

through reading available sources on the subject and from the writer*s 

experience in teaching word derivation* 

1®. The word roots must be prevalent in words normally found 

in the vocabulary of students in grades five through twelve* 

2* The meaning of the root word must be clearly defined so 

as-to make possible the retention of the word root meaning* 

3* The course material should contain prefixes and suffixes 

as well as-base words* 

Establishment of Word Roots to be Studied » 

Many assorted lists of word roots were prescribed by various 

authors in the field of etymology* Stevens,5 reporting on the work 

of Brown,^ a leading authority on vocabulary, described a study to 

find which word roots were most important in the teaching of voca¬ 

bulary* Brown broke down every word in Webster*5 Collegiate Dic¬ 

tionary and tabulated the prefixes and word roots in order of their 

importance* The most important prefixes and word roots are found 

in what he calls, the "l^ Master Words*” Stevens held that, f,If used 

^Norwood, J*E*, Concerning Vfords, Prentice-Hall Inc*, 1939? ; 
p* iii*, > * v v;' • 

.^Stevens, L*A.*, ■ "The^lA- Words That. Make .All the Difference,”-; 
Cornet, 1936, p* 82* 

^James i# Brown, University of Minnesota* 
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as directed 15 minutes a day for two weeks, this chart can serve as 

a key for reasoning out the meaning of an estimated 100,000 words*,,v 

o 
Ernst0 chose derivative stems from words which would he of 

interest and enjoyment to the student* She stated, "In our amateur 

way, then, we want to have fun with them* Don#t take them serious¬ 

ly. They are full of changefulness and fickleness as a summer sky; 

they are packed with history of our mutable manners* 

Having a different objective than those of the authors men¬ 

tioned, and limiting the course material to be appropriate at a 

junior high school level, the writer devised a list of word roots 

based upon the mentioned criteria* 

...... Thorndike-*s Teacher8s Word Book of 30»000 Words'^ provided 

an authoritative source as to the degree of frequency a word root 

derivative was used in stsuidard English reading matter* Thorndike 

tabulated the number of word occurrences in approximately four 

million words* The writer chose to use the index which lists 

the occurrences of a word per one million words found in books 

recommended for boys and girls in grades three through twelve* 

Thorndike suggested that words having as index of less than six 

occurrences on the "O*"1 index be explained only, and not taught for 

permanent possession* 

^ 'Stevens, op* cit*, p* 5* 

^Ernst, Margaret S*, In a Word, Alfred A* Knoph, 1939* P* viii* 

9Ibid* p* viii* 

^Thorndike, Edward L*, and Lorge, Irving, The Teacher8s Word 
Book of 300000 Words, Columbia University, 19^5* 
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Norwood’s list^^ of derivative steins provided a starting 

point for accumulation of word roots and their meanings* The writer 

first applied the Thorndike ’’Jl* index to each of the words derived 

from Norwood’s list of word roots* It was found that many of the 

word derivatives had occurrence listings of less than six, and 

those derivative stems which did not yield at least three derivative 

words with an index of six or more occurrences were rejected* 

Using this criteria for selection,, thirty-seven of the one 

hundred base words recommended by Norwood were rejected* Sixty- 

three base words were accepted* 

The same procedure was then applied to those word deriva¬ 

tives stemming from the fourteen word roots found in Brown’s chart^ 

of master words*. Four of the fourteen word roots found in Norwoods 

lists* Of the remaining ten word roots, eight were accepted on the 

basis of three or more word derivatives having an index of at least 

six occurrences* From a list of word roots accumulated from una¬ 

bridged dictionaries, fifteen additional word roots were added to 

the list* 

The resulting list of eighty-six word roots, their meaning, 

examples of usage in derivative words and the occurrences of these 

words axe found in Table 1* (Due to the length of Table 1, only an 

excerpt of this table will be introduced below* The entire table . 

appears in Appendix;A*) 

llNorwood, op* cit., pp* 9-H* 17-20j‘36-46, 49-30* 

12stevens, op* cit*, p* 8l* 
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TABLE 1* BASIC WORD ROOTS, THEIR MEANINGS AND DERIVATIVES* 

Basic word roots' Meaning Derivatives Occurrences** 

aster, astro star aster 11 
asterisk 0 
asteroid 8 
astrolobe 8 

' astrologer k 
astrologist 0 
astrology k 
astronomer ^9 
astronomical 7 
astronomy 25 
disaster 61 
disasterous - 16 

*See Appendix A for continuation !of this table, f 
**Number of'occurrences of the derivative per one million 

words found in Thorndike*s "J”’index. . 

Norwood*s lists of prefixes and suffixes were found to be 

complete and contained all the prefixes and suffixes found in Brown* 

chart and the writer’s accumulated list. In Table 2 are listed the 

suffixes, their meanings^ and examples of usage in derivative words. 

(Due to the length of Tables 2.and, 3* only excerpts of these tables 

will be introduced below. The entire tables are in Appendix A.) 

TABLE 2. PREFIXES AND EXAMPLES OF DERIVATIVES,* 

Prefix • - Denotes Example Definition 

bi- two bimonthly occurring once 
eVery two months 

circum- around circumnav¬ 
igate 

to sail around 

*Norwoody J.E®, :.Concerning Words, pp. 10-: 
for continuation of this table* 

LI. See Appendix A 
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TABLE 3* SUFFIXES AND EXAMPLES OF DERIVATIVES* 

Usage* Meaning* Suffix* Example 

noun suffixes act of •sion 

•tion 

•al 

•ation 

•ance 

•ence 

•th 

•age.- 

•ism 

•ment • 

■ery 

revision 

intimidation 

dismissal 

flirtation 

attendance 

reference 

growth 

passage 

baptism * 

disappointment 
robbery 

*The first three columns were taken from Norwood, J*E*, Con¬ 

cerning Wordst p» 20* See Appendix A for continuation of this table* 

Sequence of'Presentation 

Having established a basic list of word roots to be studied, 

the various roots were assigned to three categories,_i*e., one cat¬ 

egory for grade seven, one for grade eight, and another for grade 

nine* The assignments were made using the most common word roots 

for the lowest level and progressing in grade sequency with i^ord 

roots less commonly used in junior high school vocabulary* 

Thorndike^ index was used as a criteria for Reparation of 

the word roots at the various levels* Word roots on grade seven 

level had at least nine derivatives with six or more occurrences* 

Word roots on grade eight level had at least five derivatives with 

six or more occurrences* - Word roots recommended for study in -grade 

nipe had at least three derivatives with six or more occurrences* 
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The word roots recommended for grade seven are found in Table 

4i the eigth grade list in Table 5» and Table 6 contains the ninth 

grade list* 

TABLE 4. A LIST OF WOBD BOOTS FOB STUDY IN GBADE SEVEN•AND NUMBER 
0E-' DERIVATIVES OF_TH£SE WOBD BOOTS 

Word root Appropriate derivatives* Total derivatives 

batuere 12 12 
cedj cess, cedere 13 21 
cept, ceiv, ceit 9 11 
claudo 9 12 
form*,; forma 11 23 
mitt, miss 9 13 
moveo, _ 13, 16 
politeq, polis 10 12 
porto 12 17 
sist 11 13 
spec*"specere 12 23 
tract 10 20 
vers, vert 9 17 

"‘This column is to be read as follows: figures listed in 
this column are in reference to derivatives which have six or more 
occurrences as listed in Thorndike’s ,rJ,,T index* 

The 13 word roots found in Table k have a total of 212 deri¬ 

vatives* The range is 11 to 23 derivatives per word root and the 

median number of derivatives per word root is 16* Of the 212 deri- 

vatives* 140 met the requirement of having at least six occurrences* 

The range of these appropriate derivatives is 9 to 13 with a median 

of 11 derivatives per word root* 
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TABLE 5 • A LIST OF WORD ROOTS FOR STUDY IN GRADE EIGHT AND THE 
NUMBER OF DERIVATIVES OF THESE WORD ROOTS- 

Word root- Appropriate derivatives* Total derivatives 

animv animus . 6 14 
arch 5 7 
aster 8 • 12 
bene 5 11 
brachia 5 6 
capit 8 15 
civis 6 8 
cordr cor 8 11 
cornu 5 7 
credf credere 6 15 
dign*. dignus. 7 8 
equ, aequus 6 22 
erro 5 6 
fic, fac 8 8 
fid, fidere 7 9 
fin, finis 8 11 
flu, flucre 5 14 
fortis 7 7 
fract, frag 5 6 
gravis 7 9 
hespes 8 9 
liber 5 7 
magn 8 11 
mal 6 10 
mono 8 10 
mort 5 8 
nomin, nomen 7 21 
path,, pathos 6 11 
pax: 7 7 
pedis 5 8 
primus 5 8 
regere 5 9 
rupt, rumpo 6 7 
scrib, script 5^ 8 
sedere 6 9 
sentio 7 11 
statikus 6 11 
tri 5 8 
venio 6 7 
vita, viv 5 8 
voc, vok, vocare 

♦ mu-: ~   

6 17 

*This column is to be read as follows: figures listed in'- 
this column are in reference to derivatives which have six or more 
occurrences as listed in Thorndike*s index® 
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The 4l word roots found in Table 5 have 4-11 derivatives* The 

range is 6 to 22 derivatives per word root and the median is 8*9 de¬ 

rivatives* Of the kll derivatives, 25^ oet the requirement of having 

six or more occurrences* The range is 5 to 8 derivatives per word 

root with a mediem of 6 derivatives per word root* 

TABLE 6 * A LIST OF WORD ROOTS FOR STUDY IN GRADEl’NINE AND THE 
NUMBER OF DERIVATIVES: OF THESE . WORD ROOTS’ 

Word root Appropriate derivatives* Total derivatives 

aptus 4 
i 

7 
audio 4 9 
auto 4 10 
candidus 4 7 
demos 3 4 
duett duit 4 14 
gram,... graf 4 8  
gress^.gradi 4 10 
grex 3 7 
labor 4 10 
lapse 4 4 
libra 4 4 
lumen 3 5 
manus 4 6 
moneo 3 4 
mor,xmos 3 10 
multi 4 6 
nasc, nat 4 ~ 8 
nov, novus 3 8 
octo 3 8 
pan, .pant 3 6 
phil 4 8 
phono 3 8 
pos 3 3 
quart, quar 3 8 
rideo 3 5 
sequor 4 6 
sophf ■. sophos 3 10 
tangov tact 4 7 
ten, tin 3 10 
tort, torquere 4 11 
vol 4 8 

*Thiscolumnis to beread asfollows;,figdres listedin.\? 
this column are in reference to derivatives which have six or more 
occurrences as listed in Thorndike's 'M'*’index* 
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The 52 word roots recommended for study in grade nine, as 

shown in Table 6, have derivatives* The range is to 14 deri¬ 

vatives per word root and the median is 7*6 derivatives* Of the 

2*fl derivatives, had six or more occurrences* The range for 

these appropriate derivatives is 3 to 4 derivations per word root 

and the median is 3*6 derivatives* 

The next step in this study was to conduct an.experiment 

using the proposed word roots and derivations established in this 

chapter*^ The experiment and the results are discussed in Chapter 

III. 



CHAPTER III 

EXPERIMENTATION IN TEACHING WORD DERIVATION 

Haying established lists of word roots, prefixes and suffixes, 

the writer conducted an experiment using this material in one eighth 

grade class, while normal reading text material was used in another 

eighth grade class* The experimentation was conducted at Lincoln 

School in Livingston, Montana,.during the school year of 1959-60* 

Homogeneous Class Groups 

Students in the two eighth grade classes chosen for the exper¬ 

iment were given IQ^ tests^- to determine the degree of similarity of 

abilities as expressed on a test of mental maturity* The results of 

this test are presented in Table 7* 

TABLE 7• COMPARISON OF RANGES,- MEDIANS*' AND MEANS OF IQ, SCORES 

IQ, Scores 
Group A 

 h 
Group B 

  : 

136-140 ■’ • 0 • * 1 - ■' 
131-155 1  0' 
126-130 1 0 

121-123 ' 1 3 
116-120 7 5 
111-115 6 7 
106-110 7 4 

101-105 2 4 
96-100 - 3 0 
91-95 3 3 

Total 31 27 
Range 91-136 91-133 
Median 110*9 112_*6 
Mean 110.4 111.5 

4     — ■      ■ 1   -  

•j-Henmon-Nelson Test of Mental Ability, Houghton Mifflin Co*, 

1957 
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The two groups seemed to be homogeneous in nature* The ranges 

were most similar^ Group having three more points than Group B on 

the upper extremity of the range* The difference in the medians was 

1*7 points and in the mean 1*1 points* 

A vocabulary test^f based upon Thorndike*s list of the ten 

thousand words that occur most frequently! was administered to the 

two groups* The results of this 111 item test are presented in Table 

8* 

TABLE 8. COMPARISON OF RESULTS OF VOCABULARY TEST* 

Score Words** 
Group A 

fi 

Group B 
fx 

108-111 9500-10000 0 0 

103-107 9000-9499 0 0 
99-102 8500-8999 0 0 

95-99 8000-8499 0 0 
91-94 7500-7999 0 0 
86-90 7000-7499 0 0 
76-85 6500-6999 0 0 

67-75 6000-6499 1 1 
36-66. 5500-5999 1 0 

^1-55 5000-5499 3 5 
34-40 4500-4999 10 4 
26-33 4000-4499 13 13 
19-25 3500-3999 3 3 
12-18 > 3000-3499 0 1 

Total 
Median. Words** 
Mean Words** 

31 
4480*3 
4572*6 

27 
4364*9 
4490*7 

^Norwood, J.E*« Concerning Words, Prentice Halla Inc*,t 19581 
PP* 3-7* 

**This indicates the vocabulary level, per Thorndike#s 10,000 
most frequently used words, for a person who scored in the corres¬ 
ponding ranges listed under score* 

■ 1 1 11 r———————————————————————————————— 

2Norwood, J*E*, Concerning Words, Prentice Hall Inc*, 1938, 
pp* 3-7* 
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Both groups had scores averaging between 4,000 and of 

Thorndikefs 10,000 most frequently used words* Table 8 points out 

that with respect to sight vocabulary the two grpups seemed homo¬ 

geneous in nature* 

Subject Matter Assignment to Classes 

Group A, the experimental group, was instructed in word de¬ 

rivation using as course material the word lists for grades seven, 

eight, and nine, and the lists of prefixes and suffixes, as estab¬ 

lished in Chapter II* Group B, the control group, was instructed 

in normal vocabulary and reading material as prescribed by the 

authors of the eighth grade reading text^ in the teacher’s guide* 

The reading text used was the one in use in the Livingston Schools* 

The vocabulary for this text was listed in the teacher’s guide as 

well as on standardized tests which accompanied the text* Words 

were introduced as they were met in context* 

Motivation for Word Derivation 

A. series of filmstrips^, which provided graphic examples of 

the scope of the word derivation program, was shown to the experi- 

mental group to develop a preliminary interest and help motivation 

for word study* These filmstrips traced the origins of words and 

pointed out how they were derived from occupations, names of places 

^Witty, Peterson and Parker, Alfred, Reading Roundup, Book IJ 
D.C* Heath and Company, 1955• 

2. 
Price, D*M*, Words: Their Origin» Use, and Spelling, Society 

for Visual Education, 1959• 
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and people, and word roots* The filmstrips also pointed out how a 

word may change in meaning during its life* As one of the film¬ 

strips dealt with the origin of names,, the students were given an 

assignment of finding the derivation of their own names* This was 

accomplished by looking in any one of a number of wbaby*1 books show¬ 

ing the derivation of names* 

Word derivatives of a particularly interesting nature, al¬ 

though not necessarily productive in terms of word roots, were ex¬ 

plained to the group in an attempt to show the students that words 

do have an interesting history* For example: The word neighbor 

is derived from "Anglo-Saxon, neah-gebur, literally nigh boor* 

Nigh meant and still means near;, but boor meaint husbandman, farmer* 

It was the city slicker’s idea that a country fellow’s manners 

were bad that gives us our use of boorish*”^ 

Method of Instruction ^ 

: Experimentation was conducted in a 'departmentalized school 

over a period of twelve weeks* Instruction took place in the reg?» 

ularljr scheduled reading class which met daily for a period of 

forty minutes* 

In Group A* the experimental group, students were required 

to take notes on the material presented in class and organize them 

in a notebook* The procedure normally followed was: (1) introduce 

the word root on the blackboard, (2) from class discussion list 

possible derivative words, (3) find similar.word roots in the 

^Ernst, M*S* and Thurber, J*, In A. Word, Alfred Knopf, 1939, 
p* 167* 
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derivatives and similarities in their definitions^ (4) the class 

discovers or is told the meaning of the word root, (5) find dic¬ 

tionary definitions for any of the derivative words id.th occurrences 

of six or more on Thorndikefs index, and (6) enter the mater—, 

ial in the notebook and illustrate the word root with a "stick11, or 

,,scTatch,, drawing* 

Upon completion of the study of a word root, the information 

in the notebook may.-be similar,to that shown in Figure 1* 

conclude-to bring to an end 
coiiclusion-the end or the termination 
conclusive 
conclusively 
exclude-to shut out 
exclusive-the shutting out of something 
exclusively 
recluse-one who lives alone (shut away) 
seclude 
secluded-kept apart from others 
seclusion-withdrawal from others 

Figure 1® Example of Word root and Derivatives in a Student's 
Notebook 

The method for presentation of subject matter in Group B, 

the control group, was that prescribed by the authors of the text:. 

"(I) Introduce the selection, (2) Discuss the selection, (3) Skill 

building (this section includes vocabulary study), (4) Related ac¬ 

tivities 

Testing 

In addition to the standardized tests previously mentioned 

in this chapter, weekly tests were given, to both groups® The tests 

6Witty, Peterson, and. Parker, Alfred, Teacher's Guide for 
Reading Roundup, Book II, D.C® Heath, 1955, p* 22® “ 
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given Group B were written by the authors of the text and contained 

fifteen questions pertaining to the context of the story and five 

multiple choice questions, on the vocabulary study* 

The tests given Group A, had three sections: (1) definitions 

of the word roots, (2) supplying derivative words for a word root, 

and (3) definitions of derivative words* A‘sample of this type of 

test will be found in Appendix, B* 

Vocabulary Retest1 

Following the twelve week period of instruction, both groups 

were again given the vocabulary test? they had taken at the intro¬ 

duction of the units* The results of the testing and retesting are 

compared in Table 9» 

Group A, the experimental group, showed a median gain of over 

900 words on the retest while Group B, the control group, gained less 

then 100 words over the median score on the first testing* The mean 

gain of Group A represented a 21^ increase while the mean gain for 

Group B represented a 1% gain over previous testing* 

^Norwood, 0£* cit♦, pp* 3-7* 
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TABLE 9. COMPARISON OF RESULTS OF VOCABULARY TESTING AND RETESTING 
OF -CONTROL AND EXPERIMENTAL GROUPS 

Score Words 
Experimental 

Group A 
Control 
Group B 

f * * 12 *1* v* 

108-111 9500-10000 0 0 0 0 
103-10? 9000-9^99 0 0 0 0 
99-102 8500-8999 0 0 0 0 
95-99 8000-8499 0 0 0 0 
91-94 7500-7999 0 0 0 0 
86-90 7000-7499 0 0 0 0 
76-85 6500-6999 0 5 0 1 
67-75 6000-6499 1 2 1 0 
56-66 5500-5999 1 8 0 2 
41-55 5000-5499 5 8 5 5 
3^-40 4500-4999 10 5 4 5 
26-53 4000-4499 15 2 15 11 
19-25 5500-3999 5 1 5 4 
12-18 3000-3499 0 0 1 1 

Total 
Median Words 
Mean Words 

51 
4480*3 
4572.6 

51 
5468.2 
5491.9 

27 
4364*9 
4490*7 

27 
4385.9 
4546.3 

♦Number of scores within this range on the first giving of . 
the test* 

♦♦Number of scores within this range in the second giving of 
the test* 

Student Evaluation Questionnaire 

A questionnaire was used to assist in the evaluation of the 

word derivation program* The questionnaire, a copy of which appears 

in Appendix C, was so constructed as to allow the students to make 

subjective judgments about the study of words through their word 

roots* 

In order to make the questionnaire as true a representation 

of student opinion as possible, the students were told not to sign 

the questionnaire nor in any way put identifying marks on the paper* 
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The writer left the rooq while it was being completed and a student 

collected the papers* 

it pronounced majority of the students felt that word deriva¬ 

tion was an interesting and productive means through which to study 

vocabulary* They expressed that the study of words through their 

roots was easier than the way they had studied words in other grades* 

It was the feeling of the group that word derivation should 

again be taught in the eighth grade although the majority was not 

nearly so substantial concerning the continuation of the study of 

words in this manner in grade nine* It seemed that keeping a note¬ 

book had helped the students succeed in this course, although the 

majority could see no aide coming from making "scratch11 drawings 

of the idea expressed in the word root* 

A- summary, conclusions, and recommendations for further re¬ 

search are contained in Chapter IV* 
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CHAPTER IV 

SUMMARY AND CONCLUSIONS 

This study has been concerned with the organization and ap¬ 

praisal of a better means of teaching vocabulary to junior high 

school students* It has been suggested by the writer that teaching 

vocabulary through word roots and derivatives will yield better 

results than have been achieved through traditional methods of voc¬ 

abulary instruction. 

Summary 

In organizing the program of word derivation study, the 

writer evaluated the word roots recommended by authors in the field 

of etymology based upon criteria which was established. Those 

word roots which did not yield derivatives normally found in junior 

high school vocabulary were rejected and a list of appropriate word 

roots, prefixes, and suffixes was formulated*. This course material 

was further broken down and assigned to grade levels according to 

the number of appropriate derivatives. 

An experiment was conducted using the combined word deriva¬ 

tion lists as course, material for one eighth grade class while an¬ 

other class continued to study vocabulary according to the method 

prescribed by the authors of an accepted reading text. It was 

postulated on the basis of IQ; and vocabulary tests that these two 

groups were homogeneous in nature.. 

. The scores made by the students in the two homogeneous 

groups on the standardized vocabulary test indicated that more 
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progress was made in recognizing meanings of words by the group 

which studied word derivation. The mean gain of the experimental 

groupt which had been studying word derivation, was over 900 words 

based upon Thorndike’s 10,000 most frequently used words, repre¬ 

senting a 21% increase while the mean gain of the control group, 

which studied vocabulary introduced in context, was less than 100 

words, representing a 1% gain over previous testing scores. This 

did not, however^ give a representative indication as to the abil- 1 

ity of the students to correctly use the vocabulary in practical 

situations. 

The method of presenting the word derivation material to 

the class was discussed and compared to the traditional method. 

Retesting using the 111 item vocabulary test helped evaluate stu¬ 

dent progress, while a questionnaire was used to determine student 

opinion on the experimental method of teaching vocabulary through 

word derivation. 

The results of the student questionnaire -satisfied the 

writer that this method of vocabulary study was not offensive nor 

fear-inspiring to the students. It was found that the majority 

of the students felt-'that word deriVa.tion was an interesting way 

to study words and that they had added many words to their voc¬ 

abulary They expressed that the study of words through their 

word roots was easier than the way they had studied words in other 

grades. Although the majority of the students could see no aide 

coming from making scratch drawings of the idea expressed in the 

word root, the writer still feels that having the student illustrate 
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the word root is a sound educational practice* The more experiences 

a student encounters in interpreting an abstract symbol, such as a 

word, the better the chance of retaining the meaning of that symbol* 

Conclusions 

It is not the intent of the writer to propose substituting a 

word derivation program for the entire reading course now in effect 

in most schools* It is the contention of the writer than when the 

goal of any established reading or English program is to increase 

word recognition skills of a group of junior high school students, 

it may be accomplished most efficiently through the study of word 

roots and their derivatives* It is accepted that word recognition 

is only one segment of the total reading program and therefore word 

derivation should be only.one segment of the total reading program* 

Recommendations for Further Study 

The results of this investigation suggest that the following 

questions .would he worthy of further study;. 

la What are the results of a study of this type when a 

larger sampling is used? 

2* What are the results of a study of this type when the 

word roots are introduced over a three year period according to the 

assigned lists for grades seven, eight, and nine? 

3o To what degree does the study of words through their de¬ 

rivatives enable the student to correctly use the word? 
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TABLE 1. BASIC WORD ROOTS, THEIR MEANINGS AND DERIVATIVES 

Basic word roots Meaning Derivatives Dccurrences 

anim, animus breath, soul, mind, animadversion 0 
bad intention animal 700 

animate 3 
animated 8 
animation 6 
animosity 5 
animus 0 
inanimate 7 
magnanimity 1 
magnanimous 5 
pusillanimity 0 
pusillanimous 0 
unanimous 10 
unanimously 7 

aptus fit, fitted adapt 91 
adaptability 6 
adaptable 2 
adaptation 3 
apt 62 
aptitude 9 
aptly 3 

axch ruler archangel 6  
I archbishop 90 
I archduke 7 

heptarchy 0 
monarch 66 

i monarchist. 0 
1 monarchy ii 

aster, astro jstar aster ii 
asterisk 0 
asteroid 8 

' astrolobe 8 
] astrologer 4 

astrologist 0 
astrology k 
astronomer ^9 
astronomical 7 
astronomy 25 
disaster 6l 

♦ 
disasterous 16 

*!fumber of occurrences of the derivative per Thorndike*s 
index* 
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TABLE 1. (Continued) 

Ba^ic word roots Meaning Derivatives Occurrences 

audio hear, listen audacious 13 
audicity 18 
audible 13 
audibly k 
audience 83 
audiometer 0 
audition 0 
auditorium 0 
auditory 2 

auto self - autobiography l*f 
autocracy 0 
autocrat 1 - 
autograph 1 
automat 0 
automatic 10 
automatically 9 
automation 1 
automobile 280 
autonomy 1 

bateure to beat bat 42 
battalion 24 
batter 34 
battery 104 
battle "504 
battle-ax 11 
battlefield 33 
battlement 11 
battleship 16 
combat 73 
combatant 18 
debate 43 

bene well Benedict 3 
benediction 10 
benedictive 2 
benefaction 0 
benefactor 15 
beneficial 11 
beneficiary 1 
benefit 250 
benevolence 3 
benevolent 13 
benign 2 
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TABLE 1* (Continued)) 

Basic word roots Meaning . Derivatives Occurrences 

brachia arms brace 77 
bracelets 13 

, , bracer 0 
bracing 19 
brackets 8 
embrace 137 

Candidas white candid 1 
candidacy 1 
candidate 80 
candle 198 
candlelight 6 
candor 33 
incandescent 3 

capit head cap 39 
capable 110 
capability 11 
capacity 48 
capita 0 
capital 300 
capitalize 0 
capitol 33 

% . capitulate 4 
capitulation 6 
capsize 5 

' captain 700 
caption 0 
decapitated 0 
recapitulate 1 

ced; cess, to go, to yield accede 2 
cedere access 14 

accessible 10 
accession 11 
accessory , 12 
cede 2 
cessation 3 
concede 10 
concession 5 
excess 22 • 
excessive 21 
inaccessible 13 
incessant 19 
incessantly 16 
intercede 9 
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TABLE 1. (Continued) 

Basic word roots Meaning Derivatives Occurrences 

cedf cesst to go, to yield intercession 2 
cedere (cont*) predecessor 12 

recede 17 
recessive 0 
secede 4 
secession 6 

ceptf ceivt to take, seize, accept 420 
ceit accept acceptable 12 

acceptance 15 
conceive 4l 
concept 0 
conception 31 
intercept 12 
receipt 16 

> 
receive 1000 - 
receiver 10 
receivership 0 

civis citizen civic 18 
civil 210 
civil service 0 

' civilian 3 
civility 12 
civilization 126 
civilize 10 
civilized 8l 

claudo I shut conclude 235 
conclusion 99 
conclusive 3 
conclusively 6 
exclude 17 
exclusion 2 
exclusive 14 
exclusively 13 
recluse 9 
seclude 3 
secluded 10 
seclusion 15 

cord, cor heart accord 25 
accordance 20 
according 400 
accordingly 96 
concord 38 
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TABLE 1« (Continued) 

Basic word"roots Meaning Derivatives Occurrences 

cord, cor (cont*) heart concordant 0 
cordial 27 
cordiality 2 
discord 12 
discordance 0 
discordant 12 

cornu horn corn 1000 
corner 700 
cornerstone 3 
cornet 11 
cornfield 29 
cornice k 
cornucopia 14 

cred, credere to believe, to accredit 4 
give credit credence 4 

credentials 3 
credibility 0 
credible 3 
credit 235 
creditable 9 
creditor 17 
credulous 4 
incredibility 0 
incredible 31 
incredulity 2 
incredulous 15 
discredit 14 
discreditable 0 

demos people democracy 15 
democrat 23 
democratic 24 
demogogue 0 

dign, dignus worthy condign 0 
dignified 26 
dignify 22 
dignitary 14 
dignity 115- 
indignant 54 
indignation 60 
indignity 17 

duct, duit to lead, shape conduct 290 
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TABLE 1. (Continued) 

Basic word roots Meaning Derivatives' Occurrences 

ductt duit to lead, shape conduction 0 
(cont*) conductivity > • 0 

conductor ’ 34 
conduit l 
deduce 2 
deduct 2 
deduction 1 
duct 4 
indue e 4l 
inducement 11 
induct 0 
induction 6 
inductive 3 

equ* aequus equal, just adequacy 0 
adequate 3 
co-equal 0 
equable 3 
equal 494 
equality 26 
equalization OJ 

equalize. 3 
equate 0 
equation 2 
equilibrium 11 
equinox 7 
equipoise 0 
equitable 2 
equity 4 
equivalence 0 
equivalent 6 
equivocable 0 
equivocate 1 
inadequacy 0 
inadequate 7 
inequality 5 

erro wander aberration 0 
err 10 
errant 21 
erratic 8 
erroneous 10 
error 163 

ficf fac make facilitate 9 
facility 12 
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TABLE !• (Continued) 

Basic'word roots Meaning Derivatives 
\ ..." 

Occurrences 

fic$ fac (cont.) make faculty 39 
factor 19 

• factory 2^0 
manufactory 8 
manufacture 2k5 
manufacturer 33 

fid, fidere to trust confide ko 
confidence 170 
confident ^7 
confidential 13 
confiding 40 
diffident 1 
fidelity 18 
infidal 5 
infidelity 0 

fin, finis boundary confine 55 
confinement 25' 
define 26 
definite 38 
definitely 6 
definition 12 
definitive 0 
indefinite 38 
indefinitely 22 
infinity 2 - 
infiniteness 0 

flu, fluere to flow, flowing affluence 0 
of the etherial fluctuate 1 
fluid from stars fluctuation 2 

flue 11. 
fluency 0 
fluent 1 
fluid ' 21 
fluor©scope 0 
flux 2 
influence 250 
influential 9 
influx 4 
superfluity 3 
superfluous 14 

form, forma form, established conform 4 
form or custom conformable 0 
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TABLE !• (Continued) 

Basic word roots Meaning Derivatives Occurrences 

form, forma: form, established conformation 0 
(cont*) form or custom deform 2 

deformed k 
deformity k 
form 1000 
formal 21 
formality 11 
formalism 0 
formula 3 
formulate 2 
formulation 0 
informal 8 
informality 0 
reform 38 
reformation k 
re f ormer 17 
transform 5V 
transformation 28 
uniform 220_ 
uniformily 25 
uniformity 7 

fortis strong comfort 390 
> comfortably 237 

fort 2^5 
fortification 22 
fortify 31 
fortitude 9 
fortress 160 

fract, frag break fraction 30 
fracture 20 
fragile 13 
fragment 109 
infraction 2 
refractory 8 

gram, graf writing autobiography lb 
biographer 5 
biographical 0 
biography b 
graph lb 
graphic 10 
graphite 5b 
monogram 1 
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TABLE !• (Contined) 

Bagic word roots Meaning Derivatives Occurrences 

gravis heavy aggravate 12 - 
grave 400 
gravel 99 
gravely 115 
graveyard 6 
gravitate 0 
gravitation 28 
gravitational 0 
gravity 6l 

gress, gradi to go aggression 7 
aggressive 12 
digress 0 
digression r 
digressive 0 
progress 240 
progression ; 6 
regression 4 
regressive 0 
retrogressive 0 

grex flock, heard aggregate 16 
aggregative 2 
congregate 5 
congregation 20 
gregarious 12 
segregate 3 
segregation 0 

hospes guest, host host 250 
hostage 21 
hostess 15 
hostile 8? 
hospitable 15 
hospital 220 
hospitality 8 
hospitalize 8 
hotel 9 

labor to work collaborate 2 
collaboration 0 
elaborate 55 
elaborateness 0 
elaboration 0 
labor 700 
laboratory 50 
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TABLE 1# (Continued) 

Baaic word roots- Meaning. . Derivatives Occurrences 

labor (cont*) to work labored 0 
laborious 18 ■ 
laboriousness 0 

lapse I slide collapse 2k 
elapse 22 
lapse 11 
relapse 16 

liber free liberal: 22 
liberality 8 
liberally 10 
liberate 56 
liberation 1 
liberism 0 
liberty 300 

librax balance deliberate 28 
deliberately 48 
deliberation 12 
-equilibrium 11 

lumen light illuminate 39 
illumination 15 
illumine . 5 
luminary 1 
luminous 14 

magn great magnaminity 1 
magnanimous 5 
magnate .. 1 
magnet 46 
magnetic 20 
magnetism 8 
magnificence 22 
magnificent 186 
magnificently 14 
magnify 22 
magnitude 19 

mal bad maladjustment 1 
malady 7 
malaria 5 
malcontent 4 
malefactor 2 
malice' 20 
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TABLE 1* (Continued) 

Basie word roots Meaning Derivatives Occurrences 

mal (cont*) bad malicious 

? \ 

2a 
maliciously ii 
malign;. 3 
malignant 16 

znanus hand manual 19 
maneuver 0 
manicure 1 
manufacture 
manufaoturer 33 
manuscript 17 

mitt9 miss to send emissary 6 
emission 3 
emit 22 
permissible 2 
permission 103 
permit 330 
remission 2 
remit 3 
remittance 1 
submission 39 
submissive 13 
submit : 216 
transmission „ 7 
transmit 15 
transmitter 5 

moneo warn admonish 11 
admonition 7 
monitor 28 
premonition 0 

mono one monarch 66 
monarchy 11 
monastery J+2 
Monday l8l 
monocle k 
monogram 1 
monopoly 8 
monotone 10 
monotonous 9 
monotony 10 

mor cus tom ,.:.habi t v amoral 0 
moral demoralization 0 
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TABLE 1# (Continued) 

Basic word roots Meaning Derivatives Occurrences 

mor (cent•) custom #-habit, 

 j   .——— 

demoralize 9 
moral * immoral 1 

immorality 0 
moral 222 
moralist 0 
morality 9 
moralize 3 
nonmoral 0 

mort death immortal 113 
immortality 7 
immortalize 3 
mortal 193 
mortality 3 
mortification 7 
mortify   2k 
mortuary 0 

moveo, mot I. move demote 0 
demotion a 
motion 245 
motionless 100 
motive 27 
movable 13 
move 1000 
movement 520 
movie k 
promote 22 
promoter 8 
promotion 8 
remote 80 
removal 30 
remove kkk 
removed 3k 

multi many • ' • multiform 0 
, multigraph 0 

multiplication 10 
multiply 108 
multitude 93 

nascf nat to be born 

multitudinous 10 

innate 7 
nascent 0 
natal 0 
native 400 
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TABLE 1. (Continued) 

Basic word roots Meaning Derivatives Occurrences 

nasc, nat (cont.) to be born nativity 2 
natural 6k0 
nature 700 
renaissance 0 

nomin, nomen. name anonymous 5 
onyma cognomen 0 

denominate 2 
denomination 1L 
homonym 0 
ignominious 3 
name 1000 
nameless 17 
namely , 30 
namesake Ik 
nom de plume 0 
nomenclature 1 
nominal 7 
nominally k 
nominate 27 
nomination 21 
nominative 0 
nominee k 
pseudonym 0 
synonym 0 
synonymous 1 

nov, novus new innovate 0 
innovation 3 
novel 
novelty 23 
novice 6 
novitiate 0 
renovate 1 
renovation 0 

octo eight octagonal 7 
octave 22 
octet 0 
October 320 
octogenarian 0 
octoon 0 
octopede 0 
octopus k 

pan, pant all Pan-American k 
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TABLE,1* (Continued) 

Basic word roots*. Meaning Derivatives Occurrences 

pan, pant (cont*) all panacea 0 c 
Panhellenic 0 
panorama - 6 . 
pantomine 10 
pantry 66 

path., pathos feeling, suffering antipathetic 0 
antipathy 9 
apathetic 2 
apathy 3 
pathetic 18 
pathological 0 
pathology 0 
pathos 7 
sympathetic 23 
sympathize 22 
sympathy 117 

pax, pac peace Pacific 31 
pacific ^9 
pacify 8 
peace 700 
peaceable 6 
peaceably 19 
peaceful 108 

pedis foot biped 0 
centipede 0 
impede 10 
pedal 7 
pedestrian 6 
pedigree 3 
pedistal 32 
tripod 33 

phil loving Philadelphia „ , 152 
philanthropic 2 
philanthropist 5 
philanthropy 1 
philosopher 35 
philosophic 6 
philosophical b 
philosophy 23 

phono sound euphony 0 
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TABLE !• (Continued) 

Basic word roots Meaning Derivatives Occurrences 

phono (cont*) sound megaphone 5 
phone 1 
phonetic 17 
phonic 0 
phonograph 2 
symphony 31 
telephone 200 

polites, polis citizen, city Annapolis 8 
Indianapolis b 
metropolis 0 
police 69 
policeman 66 
policy 66 
polite 100 
politely 60 
politeness 17 
political 121 
politician 27 
politics 58 

porto to carry deport 0 
deportation 0 
export 7 
exportation 7 

• 
import 38 
port 330 
portable 5 
portage 10 
porter 66 
portfolio 1 
portly 5 
report 700 
reporter 26 
support 350 
supporter 10 
transport 67 

- transportation 52 

pos to place impose 46 
imposition 4 
pose 21 
position 240 
superimpose 0 



TABLE !• (Continued) 

Basic word roots Meaning Derivatives Occurrences 

primus first primacy 

f 

0 
primal 0 
primarily 2 
primary 40 . 
prime 51 
primer 6 
primeval , 13 
primitive 86 

quad, quart four quadrangle 17 
quadrant 2 
quadruped 14 
quadruple 1 
quart 4 
quarter 317 

.1 ... ■ quarterback 0 
quarterly 1 

regere to rule regal 1 
regime  1 
regiment- 79 
regimental. 6 
region 400 
regional 0 
regulate - 37 
regulations 31 
regulators 5 

rideo I laugh deride 9 
ridicule 20 
ridiculous 52 
ridiculously 4 
risible 0 

rupt, rumpo I break abrupt 20 
abruptly 39 
corrupt 16 
corruption 14 
disruption 2 
interrupt 113 
interruption 25 

scribe, scrip write inscribe 19 
inscription 38 
prescribe 13 
prescription 3 



TABLE 1. (Continued) 

Basic word roots Meaning Derivatives Occurrences 

scribe, scrip write scribble 7 
(cont.) scribe 14 

transcribe 1 
transcript 1 

sedere to sit sedan 2 
sedative 0 
sedate 6 
sedately 7 
saddle 203 
saddlebag 6 
sediment Ik 
sedimentary 10 

sequor follow consecutive 2 
consequence ll*f 
consequent 36 
consequently 37 
sequel 6 
sequence 5 

sentio I feel consensus 0 
consent 232 
dissension 10 
dissent 2 
dissenter 1 
presentiment • k 
resent 29 
resentful 18 
resentment 16 
sentiment kl 
sentimental. 7 

sist to stand, endure consist 280 
consistency , 6 
consistent 9 
consistently 5 
insist 114 
insistent‘ 6 
persist 48 
persistence 9 
persistent 23 
persistently - 8 
resist 112 
resistance 104 

X resistant 5 
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TABLE 1. (Continued) 

Basic word roots Meaning Derivatives Occurrences 

soph, sophos wise, pseudo-wise, philosopher 35 
"smart” philosophic 6 

philosophize > .2 
philosophy 23 
sophism... 0 
sophist 0 
sophistical 0 
sophisticated 0 
sophistication 0 
sophistry 0 

spec, specere to look aspect 62 
circumspect 5 
circumspection 5 
inspect ko 
inspection .. 3 V 
inspector 30 
introspect 0 
introspection 0 
introspective 0 
perspective 5 
prospect . 210 
prospective 9 
prospector 18 
prospectus 3 
retrospect 2 
retrospective *  0 
specimen.   80 
spectacle 86 
spectacular 3 
spectator 53 
specter . 13 
spectroscope 7 
spectrum 0 

statikus stand still static 1 
stationary Ik, 
statistical 0 . 
statistics 8 
statistician 2 
station 591 
statue IkS 
statuette 5 
status 7 
statute 15 
termostat 0 



TABLE !• (Continued) 

Basic word roots Meaning Derivatives Occurrences 

tact, tango I touch contact 76 
contagion 2 
contagious 6 
intact 11 
tact 13 
tangent 2 
tangible 1 

ten, tin, tenere to hold pertinacious 0 
pertinacity 0 
tenable 0 
tenacious 12 
tenacity 8 

• tenancy 0 
tenant 36 
tenet 1 
tenure 0 
untenable 0 

tri three triangle 30 
triangular 19 
tricolor 29 
tricycle 3 
trio 3 
triple 6 
tripod 33 

tort, torquere to twist contort 0 
contortion 6 
distort 9 
distortion 2 
extort 3 
extortion 1 
retort 35 
tort 0 
tortuosity 0 
tortuous 3 
torture 50 

tract, trahere to draw abstract 2 
abstraction 2*4 
attract 15 
attractive kk 
contract 195 
contracted 15 
contractor 6 
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TABLE !• (Continued) 

Basic word roots Meaning Derivatives Occurrences 

tract, trahere to draw • detract k 
(cont.) detraction 0 

distract 33 
extract kk 
extraction 6 
protract 9 
retract 2 
retraction 0 
subtract 11 
subtraction 11 
tractable k 
traction 0 
tractor 1 

venio I come circumvent 162 
convene 0 
convenience 39 
convent 67 
convention 117 
intervene 65 
intervention 8 

vers, vert, to turn, to be , adversary 21 
vertere unfavorable adverse k 

aversion 5 
adversity 6 
avert 20 
converse 32 
convert 6l 
convertible 1 
controversy 7 
controvert 0 
diverse 10 
diversity 12 
divert 24 
extrovert • 0 
introvert < 0 
perverse 6 
perversity 2 

vita, viv life vital 30 
vitality 11 
vitalize 0 
vitally 5 
vitamin 0 
vivacious 9 
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TABLE 1• (Continue d) 

Basic word roots. Meaning Derivatives Occurrences 

vita, viv life vivid 43 
(cont.) vividly 18 

voc, vok call  avocation 3 
convocation 0 
convoke. 0 
evoke 8 
invocation 1 
invoke 13 
irrevocable 9 
revocable 0 
revocation 0 
revoke 2 
vocabulary 1 
vocal 19 
vocation 14 
vocational 2 
vocative 0 
vociferation 0 
vociferous 8 

vol wish benevolence 3 
benevolent 13 
involuntary 12 
malevolence 0 
malevolent 2 
volition 2 
voluntary' 13 
volunteer 69 
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TABLE 2« PREFIXES AHD EXAMPLES OF DERIVATIVES* 

Prefix Denotes 

 »  —_ 1 " 

Example Definition 

a-, an- not anomalous not regular 

ab-, a-, abs- from, away 
... from 

avert to turn away from 

ad—, ra—, ac—, 
af-,w: ag—, al—, 
an-, ap-, ap-, 
ar-,- as-, at- 

to, for advert to turn to 

ante- before antecedent going before 

anti-, ant- against antipathy a feeling against• 

bi- two bimonthly occurring once ev¬ 
ery two months 

circum- around circumnavigate to sail around 

com-, co-, col-, 
con-, cor- 

with coeducational education of boys 
and girls togeth¬ 
er . ' 

contra-, contro-, 
counter- 

against counteract to neutralize.or 
hinder by contr¬ 
ary action 

de- down- from, 
reversing or . 
undoing of 
an action 

depose 
demoralize 

to put"down from 
to_ cast into dis¬ 
order 

dis-, di-, dif- separation from 
reversal,:! neg¬ 
ation 

dismiss 
dispossess 

to send away 
to deprive of   

something. 

ex-, e-, ef- out of 
former- 
completely 

excavate 
e x-governor ' r 
exaggerate .. 

to remove soil 
former governor 
to overstate 

•Norwood, J*E., Concerning Words, pp* 10-11, 
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TABLE 2. (Continued) 

Prefix Denotes Example Definition 

extra-, extro- outside, beyond 
the scope of 

extraordinary beyond the ordinar; 

hyper- over hypercritical overcritical 

in-, il-, im-, 
ir-, en- 

in, on, into inject to throw in 

inter- between, among intercollegi¬ 
ate 

between colleges 

intra- within intrastate within the state 

intro- inward introduce to lead within 

non- not non-Christian not Christian 

ob-, oc-, of-, 
op- 

against oppose to set one fs self 
against 

per- through 

completely 

pervade 

pertinacious 

to be diffused 
throughout 

unyielding 

post- after postgraduate carried on after 
graduation 

pre- before pre-eminent before all others 

pro- forth 
for 

proceed 
protariff 

to go forward 
for the tariff 

re- back 
again 

recede 
rename 

to go back 
to name again 

retro- backward retrograde directed backward 

se- aside segregate to separate 

sub-, sue-, suf-, 
sug-, sup-, 
sus- 

under 
in place of 

subcommittee 
substitute 

undercommittee 
to put or act in 
place of another 

super over supersensitive oversensitive 
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TABLE 2. (Continued) 

Prefix Denotes Example f Definition 

syn-t sy-, sym- together synthesis combining;of ele¬ 
ments or parts 
into a whole 

trans-, tra- across transition a going across 

ultra- beyond what is 
usual, or re a- 
sonable - 

ultraconser¬ 
vative 

excessively con¬ 
servative 

un- not 
reversal or 
removal 

unclean 
uncloak 

not clean 
to strip the dis¬ 

guise from 

uni- one uniform: of one form or kind 
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TABLE 3* SUFFIXES AND EXAMPLES OF DERIVATIVES* 

Usage* Meaning* Suffix* Example 

noun suffixes act of -sion revision 
-tion. intimidation 
-al dismissal 
-ation flirtation 
-ance attendance 
-rence reference 
-th growth 
-age passage 
-ism baptism 
-ment disappointment 
-ery robbery 

state of -ation desperation 
-ment. payment 
-ness- dimness 
-ism invalidism: 
-hood manhood 
-age hostage 
-y jealousy 
-acy lunacy 
-ion union 
-sion tension 
-tion corruption 
-ancy infancy 
-dom freedom 
-ship stewardship 
-th width 
-ty royalty " 
-ity' femininity 
-ency efficiency - 

one who, the doer «?dst   pianist 
-ard drunkard 
-an,... European 
..—art braggart 
-or creditor 
-eer auctioneer 
-ant participant 
-ent ; . correspondent 
-er worker':- 
-ax beggar 
-ier bombadier 
-ess actress ~ 

*Norwood> J»E+t Concerning Words, p* 20. 
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TABLE 3* (Continued) 

Usage Meaning Suffix Example 

adjective full of, resembling, -ac demoniac -   
suffixes having, tending to -ic romantic 

-ical angelical 
-ish clownish 
-oug gracious 
-ose grandiose 
-able reasonable 
-ble humble 
-ive excessive 
-ulent fraudulent 
-y stony 
-ate affectionate 
-ory sensory 
-ile infantile 
-ary planetary 
-ful playful 

that may be, -able likable 
capable of -ible edible 

verb suffixes to make -ate perpetuate 
-en deepen 
-fy fortify 
-ize sterilize 

adverbrsuf- Like -13T quietly 
fixes -wise crosswise 
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WORD DERIVATION TEST #9 
SIX WEEKS UNIT TEST 

NAME 
SECTION 

PART #1 - Prefixes, Suffixes, Misc. 
(Match the prefix with the meaning it denotes:) 

l*..: anti- 

I 2* hi- 
5» circum- 

ex- 

5* non, un, 
6m inter- 
7• intra- 

_ 8* pre- 
9 m re- 

10 • sub- 

A. 
B. 
C. 
D. 

in, im- E* 

Fm 
G. 
H. 
I. 
J. 

within 
not" 
between 
against. 
before 
under 
back, again 
two 
around 
out of, former 

(Complete the statements by filling in. the blanks:) 

11-12* Noun suffixes -sion, -tion, -ism, -age, -ment, may mean 
a - of or s_  of♦ 

13-14* Noun suffixes -ist', -ard, -or, -eer, -er, may mean o 
w^  or the d • 

15* B was named after a Frenchman who designed an alphabet 
for the“blind. 

16 m H    was named after a San Francisco gangster. 

17* D w*was named after a .famous English hangman. 

18. Cologne was named after a city in  . 

PART #2 - (Define the word roots 

19* aster > S __ 
20. audio H __ 
21 •; batuere to B 
22. mal B __ 

23* cred B __ 
24. equ E "" 

23. fid T 
26* fin E ~ _ 

27* fract B 
28. gram, graph W 
29. gress, grad G 

:) 
30. greg, grex 
31. labor 
32. magn 
33• cornu 
34.. mono 
33* mort 
36. multi 
37•■nomin 
38. octo 
39* phono 
40. primus 

PART #5 - (Name three words derived from the word roots listed 
below. Do .not use any of the words listed in Part #4) 

41-43 ' auto 

44-46 capit 

47-49 . clud, clus 

30-52 dign 
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WORD DERIVATION TEST #9 (Continued) 

53-55 duct 

56-53 fac, fic 

59-61 fortis 

62-6^ hospes 

65-67 liber 

68-70 porto 

71-73 pedis 

PART - (Match the v/ord with the definition:) 

silhouette 

75* limerick 
 76•.inanimate 

:77* asterisk 
:7 8 •..audiometer 
 79* incandascent 

80* cornucopia • 

8l» credulous 
 82•equinox 

A', horn of plenty 

B. (♦) 
C* a nonsense poem of five lines 

a time when days and nights are equal 

E* an.outline drawing, usually shaded in 

F* too ready to believe 

G.. a device for measuring hearing 

H* without life 

I* -glowing with -a white light 

—85. unicorn ~ 

erratic 
_85. infinity 
__86.:autobiography 
__87* retrograde 
 88 •vgre gari ous 

__89 •-monogram 

^90* collaborate 
; 91• illumine 

A. a life history of a person, written by 
himself 

B* :to light up 

C* a decorative character made up of letters 

D. a legendary one-horned animal 

E* work together 

F* not having an ending 

G* having no fixed course,, wandering 

H* a movement: made to the rear 

I, living in:herds or flocks 

_92* malicious 

__93•■ manuscript 
_94. premonition 

_95 •.■ magnanimous 
^96 : pseudonym 

_97• octopede 
_98• apathy 

_99 *.metropolis 
DO• prime 

A. bad by nature 

B*: a -warning in advance 

C*.an.animal with eight legs 

D. something written by hand 

E. to cover .with the first coat of paint 

F* greatness of soul, generosity 

G. a city which is a center of population 

H* a false name 

I. lack of feeling 
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APPENDIX C 

STUDENT EVALUATION QUESTIONNAIRE 
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(Do not sign this paper) 

1* On the whole, I found word derivation: 
Very Interesting (10) Interesting (20) Boring (1) 

2. Since the beginning of-this study of words through their word 
roots, I feel that I have learned: 
Very Much (21) Some (10) A. Few (0) 

3* How many words do you feel that you have added to your voca¬ 
bulary since starting this study: 
Very Many (16) Some (14) A Few (1) 

Do you feel that vocabulary study through word derivation is 
easier or harder than the way you have studied words in other 
grades: 

Easier (25) Harder (6) 

5* Should word derivation be taught again next year in the eighth 
grade: 
Yes (29) No (2) 

6* Would you be interested in continuing the study of words through 
their word roots in the ninth grade: 
Yes (l8) No (13) 

?• Has keeping a notebook helped you to succeed in this method of 
studying words: 

Yes (27) No W 
8. Has making scratch drawings of the meanings of the word roots 

helped you to remember these meanings: 
Yes (11) , No (20) 

9* What recommendations do you have for improving the teaching of 
word derivation should it be taught again to the eighth grade 
next year: 

(Teach it the same way you did this year. (4) ) 
(It’s a good way to teach words.) 
(More review time.) 
(No notebooks because they are hard to keep.) 
(Don*t have us define words we know) 
(It is hard and boring, sorry, it is probably me.) 
(Very interesting way to study words.) 
(Leave out drawing. (2) ) 

Figure 2. Student Evaluation of the Study of Words through Their 
Word Roots* 

•The results of 31 student responses are found in parenthesis 
following the possible answers to the questions. 


